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Laura Cappelle

Once in a while, a choreographer comes
along and puts a city on the dance map.
Izadora Weiss is making the case for
Gdansk: her Baltic Dance Theatre, born
five years ago from the ashes of the Bal-
tic Opera’s ballet ensemble, has become
a world-class troupe shaped by her
ambitious, fast-growingrepertoire.

Weiss’s latest double bill sets a British
comedy (The Tempest) and a French
tragedy (Phaedra) to Mahler sympho-
nies. It stumbles at times on the narra-
tive challenges posed by both works: if
you haven’t brushed up on your Shake-
speare and Racine beforehand, details
might remain fuzzy but the vivid,
dynamic pull of Weiss’s choreography
comesthroughnonetheless.

Her 80-minute rendition of The Tem-
pest focuses on Prospero’s growing soli-
tude as Miranda and Ariel reclaim their
freedom. The production is spare, even
for the Baltic Opera’s small stage: mov-
ing panels outline Prospero’s changing
world, and some costumes are too non-
descript toset thecharactersapart.

While Mahler doesn’t always provide
the rhythmic support Weiss thrives on,
she relies on the contrast between
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moments of stillness and candid physi-
cality. Movement reverberates freely
through the body, hips loose, legs dart-
ing to punctuate phrases; the non-
human characters, from Caliban to a
fiery Sycorax, come alive with striking
individuality.

UndauntedbyBalanchine’sclaimthat
there are no stepmothers in ballet,
Weiss set out to depict one of the most
infamous in Phaedra. Dance versions of
Racine’s 1677 tragedy have been rare
since Serge Lifar’s, 65 years ago. Baltic
Dance Theatre’s production hinges on a
stunning image: a bed of scarlet rose
petals Phaedra never leaves, with a cho-
rus inredinthebackground.

Phaedra’s ill-fated love for her step-
son, Hippolytus, allows Beata Giza and
Beniamin Citkowski to give the measure

of their dramatic gifts. The result isn’t
always true to Racine, but it works in 
dance terms. The chorus’s transforma-
tion from horrified crowd into a sym-
bolic monster that engulfs Hippolytus is
inventive; Phaedra later commits sui-
cideaftercoveringhisbodywithpetals.

Key relationships, including that of
Hippolytus and his father, could be
spelled out more clearly in both works,
but the evening shows a willingness to
tackle complex stories that will stand
Baltic Dance Theatre in good stead. One
regret: live music would only amplify
thechoreography.
PhaedrawillbeperformedatLondon’s

The Place on November 26, a rare
chancetoseethecompanyintheUK.

baltyckiteatrtanca.pl
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